
Attention Juniors.  The senior project schedule is now posted.  At current time, that is your expected 

date but due to the pandemic everything is subject to change.  We ask that you make every attempt to 

complete as much of the project you can while obeying CDC guidelines of social distancing and mask 

wearing.  If you cannot complete your hours do not worry, we can work something out in the fall as long 

as you document that you have tried everything possible to complete hours.  Examples of acceptable 

and unacceptable documentation is as follows. 

 

Unacceptable: “I wanted to volunteer at Julia Rubado Senior Center, but they wouldn’t let me because 

of Covid” 

 

Acceptable: “I spoke to Morgan from Julia Rubado on 5/27 and she told me they aren’t taking volunteers 

till later.  I called back on 7/8 and was told by her that I could not help.  I asked about doing crafts with 

them through zoom and she said she didn’t think that would work but I could make craft kits for them.  I 

made craft kits for them on 7/18 and donated them on 7/19 and got 8 hours, but I haven’t been able to 

do more than that”.  

 

Unacceptable: “I wanted to shadow a hairdresser but couldn’t because she wasn’t opening.” 

 

Acceptable: “I spoke to Maria from Stupendous Styles on 6/14 and she was unfortunately not opening.  I 

then scheduled an interview with her over the phone and completed 2 hrs that way on 6/18.  We met 

through google meet on 7/13 and she showed me how she does her payroll and taxes.  She also showed 

me her advertising budget and her two most successful ads and I got 3 hrs there.  We also met through 

google meet on 7/18 when she was cutting her sister’s hair to show me some techniques and I got 2 

more hours there.  Unfortunately, that was all I was able to do.” 

 

Bottom line is we need you to show that you tried to attain hours and weren’t blowing this off.  We are 

willing to work with you if you were willing to try to do work.  We need more from you than just “I 

couldn’t do it.”  The more detailed you are, the better.  Nobody should go to the committee in the fall 

with nothing.  Please have documentation.   


